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Abstract—Impact-targeted activities are rare but they may have a significant impact on the society. For example, isolated terrorism

activities may lead to a disastrous event, threatening the national security. Similar issues can also be seen in many other areas.

Therefore, it is important to identify such particular activities before they lead to having a significant impact to the world. However, it is

challenging to mine impact-targeted activity patterns due to their imbalanced structure. This paper develops techniques for discovering

such activity patterns. First, the complexities of mining imbalanced impact-targeted activities are analyzed. We then discuss strategies

for constructing impact-targeted activity sequences. Algorithms are developed to mine frequent positive-impact-oriented ðP ! T Þ and

negative-impact-oriented ðP ! �T Þ activity patterns, sequential impact-contrasted activity patterns (P is frequently associated with both

patterns P ! T and P ! �T in separated data sets), and sequential impact-reversed activity patterns (both P ! T and PQ! �T are

frequent). Activity impact modeling is also studied to quantify the pattern impact on business outcomes. Social security debt-related

activity data is used to test the proposed approaches. The outcomes show that they are promising for information and security

informatics (ISI) applications to identify impact-targeted activity patterns in imbalanced data.

Index Terms—Clustering, classification, association rules, data mining.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN the emerging research on information and security
informatics (ISI) [25], [26], [9], [10], [13], activity [5], [39]

and event analysis [16], [11], [27], [30], [35], [24] have been the
key research objects. Impact-targeted activities specifically
refer to those activities associated with or leading to a specific
impact of interest to the business world. The impact can be an
event, a disaster, a government-customer debt, or any other
interesting entities. For instance, a series of dispersed and
isolated terrorism activities may finally result in a disastrous
event [21], [23], [27]. In the social security network [6], [7],
[39], [5], [40], a large volume of isolated fraudulent and
criminal customer activities can result in a large amount of
government-customer debt. For example, in the 5.4-billion
government-customer activity transactions per year in
Australia, the government social security agency Centrelink
accumulates around one billion of customer debt from the
delivery of a total of 64 billion payments to 6.5 million eligible
customers in the financial year 2004-2005 [7]. Similar
problems can be widely seen from other emerging areas
such as distributed criminal activities, well-organized
separated activities or events threatening the national
security and homeland security, and self-organized compu-
ter network crimes [9], [12], [28]. Activities in traditional
fields such as taxation, insurance services, telecommunica-
tion network malfunction, drug disease associations, custo-
mer contact centers, and healthcare services may also result
in an impact on related organizations or business objectives.

Therefore, it is important to specifically analyze such
impact-targeted activities to find out knowledge about what
activity patterns are associated with certain types of the
impact of interest to specific domain targets and what
activity patterns are more likely to lead to the targeted
impact. As a result, the findings may support related
decision making by providing deep knowledge about the
dynamics of impact-targeted activities, the causes of
activities leading to certain types of impact, and possible
solutions for preventing and minimizing the impact of
activities on the society or business outcomes. For instance,
in analyzing activities in the social security network, we
identify those activities or activity sequences that are more
likely to lead to government-customer debt. The resulting
evidence and predictors can thus inform relevant officers of
the risk of certain ongoing actions or activity sequences
resulting in debt. As a result, a potential occurrence of debt
can be prevented or minimized. Business decision making
and processes, as well as governmental service and policy
objectives, can thus be improved and enhanced.

However, impact-targeted activities present some special
complexities, which cannot be well handled by existing
information processing technologies, for instance, tradi-
tional event detection, event and process mining [11], [31],
[16], and sequence analysis [18] in both ISI and data mining
areas [19]. This is due to the following characteristics of
impact-targeted activities. First, impact-targeted activities
specifically focus on those activities that have resulted or
will result in an impact on business situations. This is
normally not concerned with traditional data mining such as
sequence or event mining. Second, impact-targeted activities
consist of only a very small fraction of the whole activity
population. They are normally rare and dispersed in a large
activity and customer populations. Nevertheless, it is them
that lead to significant effects or even disasters to the society
or related business. For instance, only around 4 percent of
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social security activities and 38 percent of entitled Austra-
lians are associated with the one billion dollars of govern-
ment-customer debt in the Centrelink service delivery per
year [7]. This makes impact-targeted activities deeply
enclosed in imbalanced data [8], [15], [20], [38].

The imbalanced data structure differentiates impact-
targeted activity data from traditional data. Although there
are some methods previously proposed on mining imbal-
anced data [8], [15], [20], [38] and emerging patterns [14],
[37], they are not applicable to the impact-targeted activity
pattern mining, which discovers not only sequential patterns
on imbalanced data but also impact-reversed patterns.
Moreover, the impact-targeted activities are usually dis-
tributed across multiple data sources, for instance, debt data,
customer circumstance data, and income data in the
Centrelink case [6]. Therefore, it is necessary to mine
impact-targeted activities by linking relevant data sources.
This requires special techniques for constructing activity
sequences that are useful for further pattern and impact
analysis. The above characteristics distinguish impact-
targeted activity data from traditional event data and
therefore create a big challenge, that is, to mine impact-
targeted activity patterns in imbalanced activity data.

This paper aims to develop effective methodologies,
algorithms, and interestingness measures for discovering
frequent and sequential impact-targeted activity patterns in
the above imbalanced data. The main contributions are given
as follows: First, a practical strategy by involving domain
knowledge is proposed for constructing impact-targeted
activity sequences. We then present effective algorithms for
mining both positive (say, P ! T , where T refers to the
targeted impact) and negative (for example, P ! �T , where �T
refers to the nontarget impact) frequent impact-oriented
activity patterns in imbalanced data. In particular, we study
novel algorithms for mining two types of interesting
sequential activity patterns, called impact-contrasted activity
patterns and impact-reversed activity patterns. Impact-con-
trasted activity patterns discover the significant difference
resulted in by contrast patterns in two separated classes. For
impact-reversed activity patterns, the addition of a deriva-
tive activity sequence on top of an underlying frequent
impact-oriented activity pattern may lead to the reversal of
impact. For instance, it is found that frequent activity pattern
P leads to a target T : P ! T , whereas after adding another
activity or activity sequence Q on top of P , the derivative
pattern PQ is also a frequent one but more likely results in a
nontarget �T : PQ! �T . Impact-reversed activity pattern
mining has the potential of finding out those significant
activities that may trigger the reversal of activity impact.

In practice, impact-oriented, impact-contrasted, and impact-
reversed activity patterns are all of interest to business
people. For instance, in the social security network
analysis, impact-oriented activity pattern mining can dig
out those government-customer contacts that are likely
associated with government-customer debt, whereas im-
pact-reversed activity patterns may be used to detect those
key actions that can prevent debt or optimize business
processes if they are combined with those activity
sequences at a high risk of leading to debt. Finally, we
also develop business interestingness measures for quanti-
fying the impact of activities on debt risk from developing
business interestingness perspective [3].

We have deployed our approaches through analyzing
activity patterns leading to debt and nondebt in the
Australian debt-related social security activity data [5],
[39], [40]. The activity records of Centrelink officers and
customers are combined with the activity operator’s
circumstance information and government-customer debt
outcomes to construct activity-impact sequences for mining
those action types, conducted by either officers or custo-
mers, that are more likely associated with debt or nondebt.
For evaluating the actionability [3] of debt-targeted activity
pattern mining, we develop novel technical interestingness
and business interestingness metrics to measure both the
technical and business performance [3] of identified activity
patterns leading to debt. The outcomes of this development
are of interest to Centrelink for them to deeply understand
and optimize government-customer contacts, prevent frau-
dulent and criminal activities leading to debt, improve the
governmental social security service process, and strength-
en the governmental policy objectives and payment security
services. In this paper, we generalize the developed
approaches so that the findings are of general interest to
ISI and KDD and are also free of privacy and political
embarrassment that may be caused in disclosing the
Centrelink activity data. In fact, the proposed approaches
can also be used for analyzing activity or event patterns in
other impact-targeted areas such as counterterrorism,
crimes, and other social network analyses.

The notations used throughout this paper are given in
Table 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents an example of activity data and its
characteristics, as well as the challenges of activity data to
existing KDD- and ISI-related methodologies and techni-
ques. Section 3 discusses activity preprocessing. In Section 4,
impact-oriented, impact-contrasted, and impact-reversed
activity pattern mining are developed. Experiments and
performance evaluation are demonstrated in Section 5.
Section 6 introduces related work and further research
issues. We conclude this paper in Section 7.

2 IMBALANCED IMPACT-TARGETED ACTIVITY DATA

Impact-targeted activity data is widely seen in many areas
such as counterterrorism. In the social security network,
everyday government-customer contacts accumulate large
quantities of activities. Some of these activities are found to
be related to or trigger government-customer debt. How-
ever, statistical analysis has shown that debt-related
activities are just a very small portion of the whole activity
population. This section takes social security debt-asso-
ciated activity data as an example and discusses its
imbalanced characteristics, which differentiate activity data
from traditional data.

2.1 An Example—Debt-Related Activity Data in
Social Security Network

In the social security network, all entitled customers contact
governmental departments or agencies to get government
benefits. During the interaction, every single contact, for
example, a circumstance change, may trigger a sequence of
activities running serially or in parallel. As a result, frequent
government-customer contacts generate huge quantities of
activity transactions. For instance, the Australian social
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security governmental agency Centrelink accumulates a total

of 5.4 billion activity transactions in the financial year 2004-

2005 [7]. This data involves 6.5 million, namely, one-third, of

Australians, 2.8 million new claims, 1.5 million debts

(excluding debts of Family Tax Benefits and Child Care

Allowances), 6,600 home visit reviews, 33 million phone

calls, and 40 million Internet accesses. On an average day,

there are 14 million electronic customer records and

12 million electronic customer transactions. These transac-

tions consist of information about actions and follow-ups

taken by either officers or customers, as well as indicators of

activities associated with government debt. In fact, we can

identify, extract, and generalize many activity scenarios on

top of the above activity transactions. For example, Fig. 1

illustrates an activity scenario diagram consisting of partially

related customers and their actions and an associated debt

occurrence triggered by the scenario of customer circum-
stance change.

However, statistical analysis has disclosed that debt-
associated activities only consist of a very small proportion
of the whole activity observations. Therefore, it is necessary
to scrutinize the characteristics of impact-targeted activity
data. The findings may greatly inform further impact-
targeted activity pattern mining.

This example can actually be expanded to many other
areas, in particular, ISI fields. For instance, in the terrorism
activity network, terrorist members coordinate with their
respective leaders and partners, each of them following
specified preparation or terrorism action procedures or
tasks. Among these procedures or tasks, some of them may
generate an impact to the society immediately. Some others
accumulate and finally lead to a disastrous event. Similar
things may happen in the financial criminal network, for
example, exchange market manipulation. Many separated
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traders from different regions take associated actions in the
market to manipulate the price of an instrument. As a
result, the price goes up or down dramatically as they hope.

2.2 Complexities in Mining Impact-Targeted
Activities

Impact-targeted activities specifically refer to those that are
associated with particular business outcomes. For instance,
as shown in Fig. 1, a series of government-customer
contacts fapi 3; api 4g lead to government-customer debt. In
practice, impact-targeted activities only consist of a very
small fraction of the whole activity records. We call impact-
targeted activities target data set or target activity set, whereas
the remainder is the nontarget data set. As a result, the
impact-targeted activity data presents an imbalanced class
distribution. The imbalanced class distribution of the impact-
targeted activity data distresses existing data mining
approaches. For instance, the support and confidence of
target activities are much lower than nontarget activities
when mining the whole activity data.

Furthermore, the imbalance of impact-targeted activities
is also embodied in the aspect of an imbalanced item set
distribution. Some activities are rarely repeated (called
unrepeated activities if they only occur once or at a very
low frequency), whereas others are frequently repeated
such as activities a14, a15, and a16 in the Centrelink activity
data [6], [5]. In business situations, both rarely repeated and
heavily repeated activity types may be associated with a
targeted impact. For instance, a series of activities may be
conducted by officers or customers prior to the occurrence
or confirmation of raising a debt. In addition, the frequency
of activities goes up and down in terms of different time
frames. As a result, some activity sequences are much

longer than others. These scenarios lead to an imbalanced
item set distribution. An imbalanced item set distribution
may hide the occurrence of those rare but significant item
sets if no strategies are taken to deal with the imbalance of
item sets.

In a subset of Centrelink activity sequences, there are
16,540 (3.6 percent) activity sequences related to debts,
whereas 438,394 (96.4 percent) sequences are associated
with nondebt. The sizes of the two classes are highly
skewed. Tables 2 and 3 show the top-three frequent two-
item patterns for the nondebt-oriented activity data set
(with �T being the consequent) and the debt-oriented set
(with T being the consequent), respectively. The frequency
of the most frequent patterns in the debt-oriented activity
sequences is only 0.016, which is much lower than that of
the nondebt-oriented activity patterns. Table 4 shows the
outcomes of the activity-debt association pattern mining in
the above imbalanced activity data.

Such imbalanced data makes it difficult to identify
useful rules due to the following reasons: First, for those
debt-oriented activity patterns, the support is too low.
Among all 249 three-item patterns with a support that is
� 0.01, only six (2.4 percent) activity patterns likely lead
to debt (for example, “a4; a1 ! T”). In other k-item ðk >
3Þ activity pattern mining, we have not found any debt-
oriented activity patterns with a support greater than
0.005. On the other hand, in some cases, although debt-
oriented activity patterns may be found if the support
threshold is set to be very low, the number of candidate
patterns and the required space explode dramatically,
which makes the mining impracticable. In addition, the
overwhelming number of nondebt-oriented activity se-
quences identified in the imbalanced data makes the
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interestingness measure lift very subtly to noise. A little
noise can bring up a big change of the lift of the debt-
oriented activity patterns. For example, the rule
“a4; a1 ! T” in Table 4 has a lift of 19. However, it is
not convincing that the rule can lift the confidence by
19 times. Second, for those nondebt-oriented patterns
whose support is high, the high confidence actually is
meaningless. For example, for the rule “a13 ! �T” in
Table 2, with support ¼ 0:19572 and confidence ¼ 0:9573,
its lift is only 0.99342, which shows that there is no lift.
Since the right support (that is, the support of “ �T”) is
0.96, the lift of nondebt-oriented patterns cannot be
greater than 1=0:96 ¼ 1:04. Therefore, it is difficult to
find interesting nondebt-oriented activity patterns.

The above analysis indicates that an imbalanced class
distribution and an imbalanced item set distribution greatly
block the emergence of rare but significant impact-targeted
patterns. Therefore, it is very essential to develop effective
impact-targeted activity pattern mining methods to deal
with the imbalanced activity data.

The above complexities of activity data differentiate it
from traditional data sets, where data is more flat and
simple, and the analysis either does not target business
impact or is not in imbalanced data. Due to the imbalance
essence of the impact-targeted activity data, mining impact-
targeted activities are similar to find dangerous groups of
needles hidden in stacks of needle pieces in a haystack. The
complexities in impact-targeted activity data determine that
it cannot be handled well by existing KDD methods such as
process/workflow mining approaches [39], [17], [31]. This
is because existing KDD methods mainly study process
modeling and have nothing to do with complex activity
structures and business impacts of such activities. There-
fore, new methodologies, techniques, and algorithms need
to be developed.

3 ACTIVITY PREPROCESSING

Besides common issues in data preprocessing, the impact-
targeted activity data also presents some special features
that need to be handled for further pattern discovery. In
particular, this paper discusses strategies for improving
activity quality and dealing with an imbalanced class and
item set distribution. The aforementioned social security
data is used for illustrating our proposed approaches.

3.1 Improving Activity Quality

The social security activity data records transactions at any
time point triggered by either social security officers or
customers through face-to-face contacts or technology-
based interaction. Our initial exploration of the Centrelink
activity data [39], [40], [5], which includes activity files, debt
management files, customer circumstances files, and custo-
mer earnings files, has disclosed some major data quality
issues. They consist of outlier and exceptional data, missing
values, wrongly coded data, and irrelevant and redundant
information. It is essential to improve the activity quality
and prepare them for activity pattern mining.

To handle the above activity quality issues, we develop a
series of corresponding strategies. For example, neighbor-
hood averaging values may be used to fill in missing values.
In particular, a domain-driven data mining methodology [3]
is used in data quality improvement. We involve domain

knowledge and constraints for the justification and final
decision making of when in reality the data quality issues are
true positive, true negative, false positive, or false negative.
For instance, domain experts are involved to pick up those
data that are irrelevant to a specific data mining goal.

3.2 Constructing Activity Sequences

As stated above, activity transactions present structural
imbalance. To deal with an imbalanced class and item set
distribution of activities, it is necessary to aggregate and
construct or rewrite activities into activity sequences that are
suitable for pattern mining. Due to the complexities of
activity data, many factors must be considered in aggregat-
ing and constructing activity sequences. Multiple data
sources must be involved in generating impact-targeted
activity sequences. Domain knowledge and business-or-
iented constraints [3] play an important role in setting
sliding time windows for selecting and merging activity
records. Data reorganization techniques such as data
partition are helpful in specifying activity sequences. Taking
the social security activity sequence construction as an
example, the following approach explains how we can
construct both positive and negative impact-targeted activ-
ity baskets.

Impact-targeted activities present an imbalanced class
distribution. As shown in Table 3, an imbalanced class
distribution may greatly depress the support and confidence
of debt-targeted activity patterns. In this case, if the impact-
targeted activity patterns are mined in the whole data set,
very few impact-targeted activity patterns may emerge as
frequent patterns. To deal with this issue, the imbalanced
activity data needs to be partitioned into suitable data sets
so that impact-targeted activity patterns can easily emerge
from the overwhelming nonimpact pattern set. For instance,
all activities related to debt can be extracted into the target
activity set. However, the extraction involves strategies like
designing a sliding time window to distinguish which
activities should be included into the target data set.

An imbalanced item set distribution can easily push
those item sets with high frequency into a frequent impact-
targeted activity pattern set. However, some of such item
sets may not be of interest to business [3]. Therefore, in the
activity sequence construction, some high-frequency activ-
ities may need to be aggregated. However, some activities
occur very frequently, but they cannot be pruned due to
their tight relationship with a targeted impact. For instance,
in the Centrelink activity data, activity type a14 (reassess
benefit) cannot be deleted from the activity value list
because it has a direct and close relationship with the risk of
debt. In this case, strategies for item set pruning must be
discussed with the involvement of domain knowledge and
domain experts [3].

In the event history analysis [11], [16], [30], for instance,
drug disease association mining in health data [35], once an
event happens for a person, one can remove the person’s
subsequent records (no longer at risk of such an event
again). However, in the social security activity data, a
debtor may lead to debt again. This indicates that social
security debt-targeted activities are different from normal
instances of event data.

To construct impact-targeted activity sequences, we set
up sliding time windows to select activities happening
immediately before the occurrence of a targeted impact and
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pack them into one basket. The time window moves from
the left-hand to the right-hand sides of the activity
coordinate in terms of each target occurrence. This strategy
is based on an assumption that activities occurred long time
ago before a target is loosely associated with the target.
However, different sliding strategies of time frame may be
applicable for constructing activity sequences in varied
application situations. In most of event analysis applica-
tions, the focus of a sliding time window is set on the first
target event for each person [35], [11]. As a result, there is
only one event sequence for each person. In the social
security government-customer contacts, a debtor may raise
one or multiple debts, and all debts are important to the
government. Therefore, a basket should be corresponding
to one of the debts held by a person. As a consequence, for
each debt, those activities within the time window
immediately before the occurrence of the debt are put in a
basket. Further, the time window is moved forward to
reflect the second debt for building another basket.

Furthermore, it is a strategic issue to determine the
size of the sliding time window. Domain knowledge,
descriptive statistics, and domain experts are most helpful
for defining the window size. For instance, Fig. 2 shows
two strategies, where aiði ¼ 1; . . . ;mÞ denotes an activity,
and Tjðj ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ is a debt that is closely associated
with a series of activities. In strategy 1, all activities
between the occurrences of two debts are packed into one
basket. This strategy is more suitable for those applica-
tions with targeted impact happening frequently. For
instance, for target T3, its basket includes activity
sequence ða14; a15; a16; a17; a18; T3Þ. Strategy 2 fixes the
length of the sliding time window and packs all activities
in this window exactly before the occurrence of a debt
into one basket. We use strategy 2 to select the activity
sequences based on the domain problem characteristics
and discussion with domain experts. With this strategy,
an activity, say, activity a13, may appear into two baskets,
whereas some activities such as a7 do not appear in any
baskets. This is taken as acceptable to domain experts
probably because an activity may be associated with two
or more debts. Statistical analysis also shows that the
duplicate rate of activities crossing two baskets is less
than 0.5 percent, so it is not necessary to remove those
duplicated activities. For the scenarios listed in Fig. 2, we
can build the following positive impact-targeted activity
sequences based on the above methods and sliding
window strategy 2:

ða8; a9; a10; a11; a12; a13; T2Þ; ða13; a14; a15; a16; a17; a18; T3Þ:

For strategy 2, different methods may be used to
quantify the sliding window size. One of the methods is
to recode the time interval of two consecutive debts into a

series of legal values. For instance, for the Centrelink debt-
related activity data, all time intervals are classified into one
fortnight, two fortnights, three fortnights, and so on.
Statistical analysis is then used to find the more frequent
time interval of two consecutive debts and the averaged
debt period. An alternative method is to use the average
interval between two consecutive targets (say, debt) as the
time frame size.

The above methods are developed for building up
positive impact-targeted baskets. On the other hand,
negative impact-targeted baskets are useful for contrast
analysis, which can help in the understanding of which
patterns are really related or lead to the targeted events. The
problem here is how we can build negative impact-targeted
baskets for “normal” people leading to no impact. For the
social security debt-related activity data, the idea is to build
up activity baskets and sequences for those customers who
have never had a debt, with the involvement of the domain
expert’s suggestions. Similar strategies as in constructing a
positive basket can be used for defining the time window.
For each nondebt basket or sequence, a virtual nontarget
activity �T is inserted, which is used for mining negative
frequent or sequential activity patterns.

4 ACTIVITY PATTERN MINING

One of the key business concerns in the activity pattern
analysis is finding out which particular activity or sequence
of activities directly triggers or is closely associated with the
occurrence of a targeted impact. To this end, we introduce
approaches to identify three types of frequent activity
patterns: 1) impact-oriented activity patterns leading to either
the occurrence or the disappearance of the targeted impact
in the form of P ! T or P ! �T , 2) impact-contrasted activity
patterns, in which the same activity or activity sequence
leads to both positive impact P ! T in the target data set
and negative impact P ! �T in the nontarget data set, and
3) sequential impact-reversed activity patterns, in which the
occurrence of an activity or activity sequence leads to the
impact reversal from positive to negative, or vice versa, in
separate data sets.

4.1 Mining Frequent Impact-Oriented Activity
Patterns

One of the major activity mining tasks is to discover
frequent activity patterns. In particular, to support social
security decision making, the business aims of mining
frequent debt-oriented activity patterns are to find out
which activities more likely lead to debt or nondebt.
Therefore, both positive and negative frequent activity
patterns may be identified, as shown in Table 5. An impact-
oriented activity pattern is in the form of P ! T , where the
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left-hand side P is a sequence of activities, and the right
hand of the rule is always the target T , which can be a
targeted activity, event, or other types of business impact. In
the social security activity analysis, the target impact refers
to leading to either debt (called positive impact) or nondebt
(called negative impact).

Here, positive frequent impact-oriented activity patterns

(P ! T , or �P ! T ) mean that those patterns more likely

lead to the occurrence of the targeted impact, say, leading to

a debt, resulting from either an appeared pattern P or a

disappeared pattern �P . On the other hand, negative

frequent impact-oriented activity patterns (P ! �T , or
�P ! �T ) indicate that the target will not happen �T , say,

leading to no debt.
To find useful patterns in the activity data, new

interestingness metrics need to be defined to measure the
frequent impact-oriented activity pattern mining. In the
imbalanced target activity set, a frequent impact-oriented
activity sequence leading to debt P ! T if P satisfies the
following conditions: 1) P is frequent in the whole data set,
2) P is far more frequent in the target data set than in the
nontarget data set, and 3) P is far more frequent in the
target data set than in the whole data set. To this end, we
define the following interestingness measures. In the
impact-oriented activity pattern mining, given an activity
data set D ¼ DT

S
D �T , a subset DT of D consists of all

activities and activity sequences that are associated with the
targeted impact, whereas the subset D �T includes all activity
sequences related to the nonoccurrence of the targeted
impact. For instance, in the social security network, activity
sequence pattern P ðP ¼ ðai; aiþ1; . . .Þ; ai 2 D; i ¼ 0; 1; . . .Þ is
an activity pattern associated with debt P ! T . The count
of debts (that is, the count of sequences enclosing P )
resulting from P in D is CntDðP Þ.
Definition 1. The global support of a pattern P ! T in

activity set D is defined as

SuppDðP ! T Þ ¼ CntDðP ! T Þ
jDj ;

where jDj is size of set D. If SuppDðP ! T Þ is larger than a

given threshold, then P is a frequent activity sequence in D

leading to a debt. SuppDðP ! T Þ reflects the global statistical

significance of the rule P ! T in activity set D.

Definition 2. The local support of a rule P ! T in the target

activity set DT is defined as

SuppDT
ðP ! T Þ ¼ CntDT

ðP ! T Þ
jDT j

:

Similarly, the local support of rule P ! �T in the nondebt

activity set D �T is defined as

SuppD �T
ðP ! �T Þ ¼ CntD �T

ðP ! �T Þ
jD �T j

:

In real-world data mining, there is a big gap [4], [29]
between technical interestingness and business concerns [3].
For instance, based on the traditional measures of support,
confidence, and lift, we may find some frequent activity
patterns with a relatively high support. However, when
they are presented to business analysts, these patterns are
judged to be of no interest because they are common sense.
Although a few other patterns with lower supports seem
more interesting to domain experts, this instance shows that
in business, technical measures such as the support for
association rule mining do not mean everything. It is
necessary to develop measures to cover interestingness
concerns from both the technical and business perspectives
[3], [4]. For this purpose, here, we discuss activity impact
modeling by developing business interestingness measures
to evaluate the business impact of activity patterns. In the
following, risk and cost are defined to measure the impact of
a pattern.

Definition 3. The risk of a pattern, say, P ! T , is defined as

RiskðP ! T Þ, which is the ratio of the cost CostðP ! T Þ
associated with the particular pattern to the total cost

of pattern set TotalCostðP Þ in the data set, that is,

RiskðP ! T Þ ¼ CostðP!T Þ
TotalCostðP Þ . The average cost of a particular

pattern P ! T is defined as AvgCostðP ! T Þ ¼ CostðP!T Þ
CntðP!T Þ .

Here, the cost is the consequence of a target such as the toll or

damage of a terrorism event, the area of an epidemic, the loss

from a fraud, or the amount/duration of a debt.

In practice, risk and cost are instantiated into particular
forms in terms of specific domain problems and perfor-
mance measures of business expectations. For the social
security debt analysis, risk and cost are instantiated into
Riskamt, Riskdur, AvgAmt, and AvgDur, as discussed in
Section 5, which stand for the debt amount risk, debt
duration risk, average debt amount, and average debt
duration, respectively. The above metrics can serve busi-
ness performance evaluation to measure the impact of an
activity pattern on debt outcome.

Based on the above methods and other existing metrics
such as confidence and lift, frequent debt-oriented activity
patterns are studied in both target and nontarget activity
data. Module 1 of Algorithm 1 in Section 4.4 illustrates the
main ideas of the frequent impact-oriented activity mining
by using an a priori approach [1].

4.2 Mining Sequential Impact-Contrasted Activity
Patterns

In security-related applications such as terrorism or fraud
detection, potential outlaws or terrorists consist of only an
extremely small part of the whole population. In such a
case, the support will be too low to capture interesting
frequent patterns or association rules. A usual method is to
roughly sample the same number of records from both
target and nontarget classes. However, some information
may be lost after sampling, and the support, confidence, and
lift of the discovered association rules or sequential patterns
may be different from the traditional meaning, which
makes it difficult to understand.

For the above problem, our idea is to mine frequent
patterns separately on each class and then discover
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interesting patterns by combining the results from two
classes. There are two different cases that are interesting to
business:

1. SuppDT
ðP ! T Þ is high, but SuppD �T

ðP ! �T Þ is low.
2. SuppDT

ðP ! T Þ is low, but SuppD �T
ðP ! �T Þ is high.

Note that it is unfair if we compare the global supports of
the two patterns in the whole data set D because the
support of T is much lower than that of �T . In each of the
above cases, if there is a big contrast between two patterns,
say, SuppDT

ðP ! T Þ is much greater than SuppD �T
ðP ! �T Þ,

it indicates that P is more likely associated with T rather
than �T .

We use FPT to denote those frequent item sets
discovered in those impact-targeted baskets, whereas FP �T

stands for those frequent item sets discovered in nontarget
activity baskets. In most cases, those frequent item sets in
FPT but not in FP �T are interesting because they tell which
activities or activity sequences lead to a crime, terrorism,
fraud, or debt. However, in some cases, those frequent
items in FP �T but not in FPT may help us understand which
activity sequences likely prevent the occurrence of a
targeted impact. Therefore, we define impact-contrasted
patterns ICPT and ICP �T as

ICPT ¼ FPT n FP �T ;

ICP �T ¼ FP �T n FPT :

ICP �T presents frequent activity item sets, which are
potentially interesting for a nontarget impact. It is useful for
analyzing such applications, in which certain types of
activities or activity sequences lead to the nonoccurrence of
a targeted impact. After mining ICPT , those people with a
low probability of causing a business impact, say, a crime or
debt, can be checked if they are identified to be associated
with patterns in ICPT . If this is the case, then they are at a
higher risk of leading to the impact occurrence in the future.

To measure the interestingness of frequent impact-
contrasted item sets, we define two lifts for the frequent
item sets in ICPT , which are different from the traditional
confidence for association rules. The two lifts tell us how
much the lift of the patterns is.

Definition 4. The class difference of P in two data sets DT and
D �T is defined as:

CdT; �T ðP Þ ¼ SuppDT
ðP ! T Þ � SuppD �T

ðP ! �T Þ:

The class difference ratio of P in DT and D �T is defined as:

CdrT; �T ðP Þ ¼
SuppDT

ðP ! T Þ
SuppD �T

ðP ! �T Þ
:

Similarly, two new lifts, the class difference Cd �T;T ðP Þ and
the class difference ratio Cdr �T;T ðP Þ, are defined for those
frequent item sets in ICT �T :

Cd �T;T ðP Þ ¼ SuppD �T
ðP ! �T Þ � SuppDT

ðP ! T Þ;

Cdr �T;T ðP Þ ¼
SuppD �T

ðP ! �T Þ
SuppDT

ðP ! T Þ :

The above definitions reflect not only the class difference
but also the likelihood of the occurrence of impact-targeted
patterns against nonimpact-targeted ones, or vice versa. For

instance, if CdT; �T ðP Þ or CdrT; �T ðP Þ is larger than a given
threshold, then P more frequently leads to debt than
nondebt. This measure indicates the difference between the
targeted class and the untargeted class. An obvious
difference between them is expected for positive frequent
impact-targeted activity patterns.

Definition 5. Given global supports SuppDðP ! T Þ and
SuppDðP ! �T Þ, the relative risk ratio of P is defined as
RrrT; �T ðP Þ:

RrrT; �T ðP Þ ¼
ProbðT jP Þ
Probð �T jP Þ

¼ ProbðP ! T Þ
ProbðP ! �T Þ

¼ SuppDðP ! T Þ
SuppDðP ! �T Þ

:

If RrrT; �T ðP Þ is larger than a given threshold, then P far
more frequently leads to debt than nondebt. This measure
indicates the statistical difference of an activity or sequence
P leading to debt or nondebt in a global manner. An
obvious difference between them is expected for positive
frequent impact-targeted activity patterns. In addition, if
the statistical significance of P leading to T and �T are
compared in terms of local classes, then the relative risk ratio
RrrT; �T ðP Þ indicates the difference of a pattern’s significance
in the targeted class versus the untargeted class, as defined
in Definition 4.

The algorithm for mining impact-contrasted patterns is
presented in Module 2 in Section 4.4.

4.3 Mining Sequential Impact-Reversed Activity
Patterns

In some business situations, the occurrence of some specific
activities or activity sequences may dramatically reverse the
impact of an underlying activity series or sequences from
positive to negative, or vice versa. Such derivative activities
play important roles in leading to the reversal of the
resulting impact. For instance, assume an underlying
frequent impact-targeted pattern 1 as follows:

1. Pattern 1: P ! T . This means that activity sequence
P leads to a target.
Then, a derivative impact-targeted activity pattern 2
of pattern 1 is also frequent.

2. Pattern 2: PQ! �T . This means that activity se-
quence P leads to a nontarget if P is followed by
another activity or activity sequence Q.

In this case, we call pattern 1 the underlying pattern and
pattern 2 the derivative pattern. Patterns 1 and 2 consist of a
contrast pattern pair. The occurrence of Q directly results in
the reversal of the impact of activity sequences. We call
such activity patterns as sequential impact-reversed activity
patterns. Another scenario of the impact-reversed activity
pattern mining is the reversal from the negative impact-
targeted activity pattern P ! �T to the positive impact
PQ! T after joining with a trigger activity or activity
sequence Q.

In the reversal from pattern 1, which leads to debt, to
pattern 2, which results in nondebt, the activity or activity
sequence Q plays an important role. This phenomenon is of
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great interest to business. For instance, it can be used for
improving business processes or recommending activity
sequences for avoiding activities or government-customer
contacts that may lead to or be associated with debts.

Definition 6. To measure the significance of Q leading to impact

reversal from positive to negative, or vice versa, the metric

conditional impact ratio ðCirÞ is developed as follows:

CirðQ �T jP Þ

¼ ProbðQ �T jP Þ
ProbðQjP Þ � Probð �T jP Þ

¼ ProbðPQ! �T Þ=ProbðP Þ
ðProbðPQÞ=ProbðP ÞÞ � ðProbðP ! �T Þ=ProbðP ÞÞ

¼ ProbðPQ! �T Þ=ProbðPQÞ
ProbðP ! �T Þ=ProbðP Þ :

Cir measures the statistical probability of activity
sequence Q leading to nondebt, given that pattern P

happens in activity set D. It indicates the impact of
ProbðPQ! �T Þ and ProbðP ! T Þ on the significance of Q
contributing to the impact transfer from an aspect to its
opposite. If Cir is larger than a given threshold, then it is Q
that makes a significant contribution to the change of
pattern impact from P ! T to PQ! �T . Basically, the
bigger Cir is, the more likely that Q triggers the impact
reversal of the underlying pattern.

Definition 7. Another metric for measuring the difference led by
the occurrence of Q in the above scenario is the conditional
Piatetsky-Shapiro’s (P-S; [28]) ratio Cps, which is defined
as follows:

CpsðQ �T jP Þ ¼ ProbðQ �T jP Þ � ProbðQjP Þ � Probð �T jP Þ;

¼ ProbðPQ! �T Þ
ProbðP Þ � ProbðPQÞ

ProbðP Þ �
ProbðP ! �T Þ
ProbðP Þ :

From another perspective, Cps measures the statistical or
proportional significance of activity sequence Q leading to
the impact reversal.

We present the algorithm for mining impact-reversed
activity patterns in Module 3 of Algorithm 1 in Section 4.4.

4.4 Impact-Targeted Activity Pattern Mining
Algorithm

On the basis of the above approaches, the following
algorithm is designed for mining three kinds of impact-
targeted activity patterns. The algorithm consists of three
modules (see Fig. 3):

1. Module 1. Mining frequent impact-oriented activity
patterns in the target and nontarget data sets,
respectively, by using an a priori method to find
those frequent activity patterns leading to either debt
or nondebt.

2. Module 2. Mining frequent impact-contrasted activ-
ity patterns in the target and nontarget data sets to
find contrast patterns and common frequent patterns:

a. Contrast patterns. Here, two patterns are identi-
fied from the target and nontarget data sets, but
there exists a significant difference of concerned

interestingness measures of the identified two
patterns.

b. Common frequent patterns. These are common
frequent patterns with the same activity or
activity sequence but result in opposite business
impacts.

3. Module 3. Mining impact-reversed activity patterns
in the target and nontarget data sets to identify those
derivative patterns that lead to the impact reversal of
the underlying patterns. The idea is explained as
follows: For each target (or nontarget) k item set P in
FPT (or FP �T ), we check the nontarget (or target)
ðkþ 1Þ item set P � in FP �T (or FPT ), where the first
k activities in P � are the same as those in P . Then, we
compute Cir and Cps.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The above approaches have been tested on the Centrelink
debt-related activity data. The data involves four data
sources, which are activity files recording activity details,
debt files logging debt details, customer files enclosing
customer profiles, and earnings files storing earnings
details. To analyze the relationship between activity and
debt, the data from the activity files and debt files are
extracted. The activity data for us to test the proposed
approaches is the Centrelink activity data from 1 January
2006 to 31 March 2006. We extract activity data including
15,932,832 activity records recording government-customer
contacts with 495,891 customers, which lead to 30,546 debts
in the first three months of 2006.

There are 35 attributes in the activity table, from which
four attributes are selected: person id, activity code, activity
start date, and time sequence number. Person id is the unique
identifier of Centrelink customers, activity code is the type
code of an activity, and activity start date and time sequence
number are the start date and time of an activity, respec-
tively. There are 29 attributes in the debt table, from which
five fields are selected: person id, debt id, debt amount, debt
start date, and debt end date. Based on debt start date and debt
end date, a new field debt duration is generated to stand for
how many days a debt period is.

In Australia, most customers are paid fortnightly.
Statistical and empirical analysis indicates that debts
happen more frequently to those frequent debtors in and
continue for two fortnights. Therefore, we set the time
interval of a debt-targeted time window as two fortnights.
For those customers with debts happening between
1 February 2006 and 31 March 2006, the activity sequences
are built by putting all activities in one month immediately
before a debt occurrence. For those debts in the first month
of 2006, because the activity data that is available for them is
less than one month, these debts are ignored. The activities
that we use for building nondebt baskets and sequences are
those activities from 15 January to 15 February for those
customers having no debts in the first three months of 2006.
The reason that we select those activities after 16 January is
that there are much fewer activities per day in the first half
of January than in other periods. For those activities in
March, it remains unknown whether they will lead to a debt
or not in the following month, so they are not considered in
building nondebt baskets and sequences. The date of the
virtual nondebt event in a nondebt activity sequence is set
to the latest date in the sequence. The time of debt or
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nondebt events are set to “23:59:59,” which makes them the
last events in the sequences.

Based on the above activity construction approach,
debt-oriented activity sequences are generated. There are
454,934 sequences: 16,540 (3.6 percent) activity sequences
associated with debts and 438,394 (96.4 percent) se-
quences with nondebts. Labels T and �T denote the
occurrence of debt and nondebt, respectively, and code ai
represents an activity.

Table 6 shows some typical frequent activity patterns
discovered from the above imbalanced activity data set. The
first three rules a1; a2 ! T , a3; a1 ! T , and a1; a4 ! T have
high confidence and lift but low support (caused by class
imbalance). They are interesting to business because their
confidences and lifts are high, and their supports and AvgAmts
are not too low. The third rule a1; a4 ! T is the most
interesting because its riskamt is as high as 0.424, which
means that this patterns accounts for 42.4 percent of the
total amount of debts. The fourth rule a1 ! T has a high lift
of 6.5, and the appearance of a2, a3, or a4 can triple its lift, as
shown by the first three rules. The values of riskdur show
that rules a6 ! T , a5 ! T , and a7 ! T are associated with a
longer average duration of debts, so they are also interest-
ing to business, although their confidences and lifts do not

necessarily indicate so in the traditional view of association
rule mining.

Table 7 presents the contrast sequential patterns discov-
ered in the target and nontarget data sets, respectively.
SuppDT

ðP Þ and SuppD �T
ðP Þ denote the local supports of a

pattern leading to debt in the target data set and nondebt in
the nontarget data set, respectively. CdT; �T ðP Þ and CdrT; �T ðP Þ
are, respectively, the difference and ratio betweenSuppDT

ðP Þ
and SuppD �T

ðP Þ. Cd �T;T ðP Þ and Cdr �T;T ðP Þ are, respectively,
the difference and ratio between SuppD �T

ðP Þ and SuppDT
ðP Þ.

In the table, pattern “a14, a14, a4” has a CdrT; �T ðP Þ of 4.04,
which means that the pattern is three times more likely to
lead to debt than nondebt. For the above pattern, AvgAmt is
21,761 cents, and AvgDur is 2.9 days, which shows that the
average debt amount associated with the pattern is medium
and that the average debt duration is relatively short. Its riskamt
shows that it appears before 41.5 percent of all debts. The
above measures suggest that this pattern is interesting to
business. According toAvgAmt andAvgDur, the debt related
to the second pattern a8 is of both high average amount
(26,789 cents) and long duration (9.9 days). Its CdrT; �T ðP Þ
shows that it is thrice likely associated with debt than
nondebt; therefore, the pattern is also interesting. By
comparing the first pattern a4 with the seventh one a11, we
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can see that although a4 is more likely associated with debt,
a11 is more likely associated with debts with a longer
duration. Therefore, both patterns are interesting from
different perspectives.

Table 8 is similar to Table 7, but Table 8 demonstrates the
common frequent sequential patterns in both target and
nontarget data sets, which do not necessarily have a big
difference between SuppDT

ðP Þ and SuppD �T
ðP Þ. From the

business perspective, if a pattern has a high support in both
the debt and nondebt data sets, it means that, probably,
there are some other activities missing here but having a
high impact on the occurrence of debts. Although most
activity patterns are more associated with debt, pattern “a16,
a16” is more likely associated with nondebt.

Table 9 shows an excerpt of the impact-reversed
sequential activity patterns and pairs of contrast patterns.
One is underlying pattern P ! Impact 1, whereas the other is
derivative pattern PQ! Impact 2, where Impact 1 is oppo-
site to Impact 2, and Q is a derivative activity or sequence.
SuppDT

ðP ! T Þ and SuppD �T
ðPQ! �T Þ are, respectively, the

local supports of the underlying patterns and reverse
patterns. For example, the first row shows that the local
support of a14 ! �T in the nondebt data is 0.684, and the
local support of a14; a4 ! T in the debt data is 0.428. Cir
stands for conditional impact ratio, which shows the impact of
the derived activity on Impact 2 when underlying pattern
happens. Cps denoted conditional P-S ratio. Both Cir and
Cps show how much the impact is reversed by the
derivative activity Q. The first row shows that the
appearance of a4 tends to change the impact from �T to T

when a14 happens first. The following analysis will help us
better understand the meaning of the pair of patterns a14 !
�T and a14; a4 ! T . The local supports of a14 ! T and a14 !
�T are, respectively, 0.903 and 0.684 (see Table 8), so the ratio
of the two values is 0:903=0:684 ¼ 1:3. The local supports of
a14; a4 ! T and a14; a4 ! �T are 0.428 and 0.119, respectively
(see Table 7), so the ratio of the two values are
0:428=0:119 ¼ 3:6. The above two ratios indicate that when
a14 happens first, the appearance of a4 drives a14 likely
toward debtable. This kind of pattern pairs helps us know
what effect an additional activity will have on the impact of
the patterns.

Although the above results are from the debt-related
data, and the analysis of the results are focused on the debt-
related patterns, in fact, the proposed methods and most of
the proposed interestingness measures (say, Cir and Cps)
are not confined within the debt-related domain. The
AvgAmt and AvgDur are debt-related measures, and they
can be taken as the cost or consequence of activities, which
can be replaced with any domain-specific measures. For
example, they can be taken as the damage or the number of
deaths in a terrorism attack, or they can be set as the
amount of money in a robbery.

6 RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSIONS

In current ISI research [25], [26], [9], [10], [13], many
researchers have made efforts on event-focused analysis, for
instance, event detection and history analysis [11], [24],
crime analysis [10], [23], [32], and terrorism-oriented
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disaster analysis [28], [26]. Data mining is used for tackling
these issues. For instance, traditional data mining ap-
proaches such as association rule mining, clustering, and
classification, and advanced data mining techniques like
rule + exception analysis [37] have demonstrated the
advantages of data mining in detecting and analyzing
particular events and activities in ISI and national and
homeland security areas [25], [26], [9].

However, the existing research mainly focuses on
detecting the occurrence of an event or disaster. Rare
studies have been on the antecedent of events and disasters,
that is, a series of activities, as well as the relationship
between the antecedent and consequent, that is, which
activities or activity sequences actually or more likely result
in an event or a disaster. Impact-targeted activity pattern
mining aims to identify those activities that highly likely
lead to the targeted impact. To this end, we need to develop

effective techniques and algorithms to construct activity
series or sequences and discover impact-targeted activities
in an imbalanced data. This task challenges existing ISI
research and data mining approaches.

In reality, impact-targeted activity data can be widely
seen in the business world, with frequent customer contacts,
interventions, events, and process updates, which may or
may not lead to business outcomes or social impacts, for
instance, dispersed terrorism activities resulting in a critical
disaster to the national security. Therefore, it is important to
deeply understand and analyze the activity data. However,
it is complicated and challenging to discover interesting
impact-targeted activity patterns in an imbalanced activity
data. We further list some of the problems and ideas about
the research on this promising area.

In the aggregation and construction of activity sequences
in an imbalanced data, the strategy used may greatly impact
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the performance of mining results. It is a research- and

domain-specific issue to design effective methods for a

sliding time window and constructing activities into

sequences:

1. Further studies may be on the impact of an
imbalanced class distribution and item set distribu-
tion on sequence construction.

2. The sliding window size may greatly affect the
performance of activity pattern mining. For instance,
strategy 2 may lead to an extra contribution to
support and confidence. In social security debt-
related activity pattern mining, the size of the sliding
time window is sensitive to the following factors:
population imbalance (some persons raise more
debts than others), debt duration and frequency
(the duration of frequent debtors is much shorter
than those of rarely raising debt), the window size of
the whole activity data set, and the specific targeted
impact (the window size for income-related debt
cannot be used for other types of debt). Domain
knowledge, problem definition, descriptive statis-
tics, and domain expert’s discussion may play
important roles in quantifying the window size.

3. There are weaknesses of both strategies 1 and 2 in
Fig. 2. For instance, if the target event seldom or
never happens, say, the terrorism attack in a specific
city, then activity pattern mining based on strate-
gies 1 and 2 hardly discloses interesting patterns.
Unfortunately, such an imbalanced distribution
exists in many applications. To handle this problem,
a flexible window size may be defined to distinguish
frequent targets from rarely frequent ones. This
strategy needs to categorize the targets into multiple
groups in terms of frequency. For more frequently
targeted activities, strategy 2 is used for activity
sequence construction. For rarely targeted activities,
all the activities or the activities in a longer time
frame are packed into one basket.

With respect to impact-targeted activity pattern mining,

there are a lot of potentials. Here, we list some as follows:

1. Effective algorithms need to be developed to mine
both positive and negative impact-targeted activity
patterns in an imbalanced class distribution and
item set distribution.

2. More research may be on the relationship between
activities and targeted impact. For instance, there
may exist a causal relationship between activity
sequences and targeted impact, say, activities lead-
ing to debt. A semantic relationship such as
linguistic relations may be further studied to under-
stand the relations between activities or activity
sequences that often co-occur in a set of situations.

3. Contrast analysis between positive and negative
impact-targeted activity pattern mining may present
meaningful information to distinguish patterns of
interest to business concern. Further research on
contrast activity pattern mining may disclose inter-
esting information about those activities or activity
sequences that significantly reverse their impact or
differentiate one from another.

We have designed some new interestingness metrics to

evaluate the performance of impact-targeted activity pattern

mining. It is a challenging research issue to design a reliable
and effective interestingness metric.

In the above analysis, we have proposed a series of
technical interestingness and business interestingness me-
trics, which provide multidimensional and quantitative
means to measure the specific computational performance
and business impact of a pattern. However, they are not
business friendly to business persons due to their complex
statistical or proportional meaning and interleaved trans-
mission. To make technical findings more understandable
and friendly to business persons, a global measure, called
all interestingness (all_int()), can be developed to combine
technical and business interestingness and quantify the
global actionable capability actðP Þ of a pattern [3], [4]. One
solution of establishing the all interestingness is to integrate
individual contributions from all related technical and
business concerns through developing a fuzzy aggregation
algorithm [2].

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Impact-targeted activity pattern mining is of great interest to
both research and applications, especially ISI-related areas
such as analyzing counterterrorism activities, criminal
activities, and fraudulent activities. However, an impact-
targeted activity data presents special structural complex-
ities, in particular, an imbalanced class distribution and
imbalanced item set distribution. Mining rare activities
leading to a significant impact to the society and national
security is very challenging in both ISI and data mining areas.

This paper has addressed the above interesting issue. We
have proposed effective and practical techniques, algo-
rithms, and interestingness measures for discovering rare
but significant impact-targeted activity patterns in an imbal-
anced activity data. In particular, we have developed
algorithms to mine frequent impact-oriented activity patterns
leading to either targeted impact or impact disappearance,
impact-contrasted activity sequential patterns differentiating
the significance of the same activity sequence resulting in
contrast impacts, and impact-reversed sequential activity
patterns, in which the appearance of a derivative activity/
sequence on the underlying pattern triggers the reversal of
pattern impact. We have also developed new technical
interestingness metrics and business metrics to evaluate the
performance of identified impact-targeted activity patterns.
The proposed approaches have been demonstrated in the
Australian social security activity data. The experimental
results show that the proposed approaches are promising
for identifying impact-targeted activity patterns in many
complex applications in the ISI field such as analyzing
criminal activities and terrorism activities before they result
in a disastrous event to the society.

We have discussed potential issues in this interesting
and significant area in Section 6. With the Australian
Research Council (ARC) Linkage Grant and Centrelink
Support, we are performing impact-targeted activity pre-
diction and developing integrated all-interestingness mea-
sures for assessing the risk of identified activity patterns.
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